34th ANNUAL LONG & LOOSE GOLF TOURNAMENT

WHEN: Thursday, September 10th 2015

WHERE: Coyote Crossing Golf Course, West Lafayette, IN (765-497-1061)

TIME: Shot-gun start beginning at 8:00am. All players will pay their green fee, prize fee, and be in their cart no later than 7:50am. The Coyote Crossing representative will provide final instructions for the course and send the golfers to their respective holes. As you make the turn between 10:45 and 1:15 you can stop at the club house and purchase lunch in the clubhouse for $10 (includes tip).

FORMAT: Both morning and afternoon session consist of 4-person team formats. The morning session is 18-holes of individual medal play and team best ball. The afternoon 18-holes are Texas Scramble format.

GREEN FEE: $60 for 36 holes or $35 for 18 holes including cart. Payment for golf will be made in the clubhouse.

PRIZE FEE: $3 per 18 holes. Team captains should turn in team prize entry fees to the tournament coordinator prior to their round. There is a prize for each hole as well as low gross for individuals in the morning session and low team scores both sessions. The list of prizes will be distributed prior the morning session.

WHO: 4-players per team. At minimum teams should consist of two members of the PSGL or PPGA. Teams have the option of two guests that did not play in the PSGL or PPGA in 2014. Current club professionals or professional golfers are prohibited from participation.

REGISTRATION: Teams interested in participating should email Tyler Ford: tylerdford10@gmail.com with their foursome by Friday, August 28th.

DIRECTIONS: Coyote Crossing Golf Course is located 5 miles north of West Lafayette. Turn East off of Salisbury Street on CR 600N. Go ½ mile and course is on right.

RULES: All playing rules are consistent with PSGL rules with the following exceptions: handicaps will not be used, tee box is the Tan tees, ladies and seniors over 70 years old will play from the green tees, and tiebreakers will be determined via the scorecard beginning with hole 18, 17, 16, and so on.

Texas Scramble – All players tee off and the best shot is selected. Each player must contribute at least 3 tee shots (4 for threesomes). The best ball must be hit within one club of the original ball, no nearer the hole, and the lie may not improve (cannot move from the rough to the fairway). The ball should be placed in a similar location on the greens. Teams playing with three golfers will take turns playing the fourth shot for the group in the same rotation throughout the round.
Individual Prizes Per Hole
(AM/PM) - $5 ea / $180

1. Longest Putt
2. Closest to Pin 3
3. Closest to Pin 2
4. Longest Drive in Fairway
5. Closest to Pin in 1
6. Closest to Pin in 2
7. Longest Putt
8. Closest to Pin in 1
9. Longest Putt
10. Closest to Pin in 2
11. Longest Putt
12. Longest Drive in Fairway
13. Closest to Pin in 1
14. Longest Drive in Fairway
15. Closest to Pin in 3
16. Closest to Pin in 2
17. Closest to Pin in 1
18. Longest Putt

*A chip shot holed in from off the green counts as longest putt.

Morning Best Ball - Team
1st - $28
2nd - $20
3rd - $16

Morning Best Ball – Indv.
1st - $16
2nd - $12
3rd - $18

Afternoon Scramble – Team
1st - $32
2nd - $24
3rd - $16

*Prize Money subject to change based on number of golfers.
Current pay-out structure is based off 40 registered golfers. *